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Many efforts are being made to tune perovskite thin film cathodes toward improving their oxygen reduction kinetics and thereby
improving overall solid oxide fuel cell performance. One approach is to enhance oxygen diffusion via introduction of larger
concentrations of grain boundaries during thin film growth. While such grain boundary engineering has been shown to enhance
ionic transport and surface reaction kinetics in some cases, little attention has been paid on its corresponding influence on electronic
conductivity. To provide insights into the role of grain boundaries and their contribution to the cathode performance, we have
investigated separately the electronic and ionic conductivity of La0.8 Sr0.2 MnO3 (LSM) thin films by Van-der-Pauw and 18 O tracer
exchange measurements respectively, as well as their combined contributions by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. All three
types of experiments were performed on the same kind of samples with varying LSM microstructure to illustrate the effects of grain
boundaries on both electron and ion conduction. Correlations between active electrode area and microstructure-dependent partial
conductivities are presented. The findings can also be used for optimizing current collector spacing in thin film solid oxide fuel
cells.
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Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) offer considerably enhanced chemical to electrical energy conversion efficiencies and reduced emissions
compared to conventional combustion based systems. The key cell
components of SOFC systems, i.e. anode/solid electrolyte/cathode are
most commonly composed of nickel/yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ)
cermet, YSZ electrolyte and a mixed conducting cathode. Strontium
doped lanthanum manganite (LSM), with the cubic perovskite crystal structure, remains one of the most widely used cathode material
for SOFCs due to a combination of high electronic conductivity, good
chemical stability and thermal/chemical expansion compatibility with
the YSZ electrolyte.1 However, given its low ionic conductivity, this
leads to typical SOFC operation temperatures to be above 800◦ C,
thereby requiring the use of relatively costly interconnect materials while accelerating SOFC degradation rates.2 As a consequence,
there has been increasing interest in alternative cathode formulations that inherently exhibit both high ionic and electronic conductivity – i.e. high mixed ionic electronic conductivity (MIEC) – and
thereby superior electrode performance, reflected in reduced area specific resistance (ASR) and overpotentials, at reduced temperatures. A
prime example is the related perovskite lanthanum strontium cobaltite
(La,Sr)CoO3-δ (LSC) for which the oxygen deficiency δ is significant,
leading to high oxygen ion conductivity. Unfortunately, LSC readily reacts with YSZ and exhibits a large effective thermal expansion
mismatch with YSZ leading to the buildup of potentially destructive
stresses.
It has been demonstrated via 18 O/16 O oxygen exchange experiments, followed by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) concentration profile analysis, that grain boundaries in LSM exhibit orders
of magnitude higher oxygen diffusivity and oxygen surface exchange
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coefficient than the LSM grains.3–8 Owing to this grain boundary contribution, the bulk path (via grain boundaries), rather than oxygen
reduction at triple phase boundary regions, controls the cathode reaction kinetics of LSM thin film microelectrodes (diameter of 200 μm)
with columnar grains (grain diameter of ca. 50 nm and thickness of
ca. 200 nm), above 700◦ C.8,9 By further decreasing the grain size to
achieve a higher grain boundary density or by applying a cathodic
bias, this bulk path could continue to dominate the oxygen exchange
kinetics of thin film electrodes down to even lower temperatures.5
Fast kinetics in grain boundaries thus introduces the opportunity to
increase the effective ionic conductivity and reaction rate coefficients
of LSM cathodes by tailoring their microstructure and thereby simultaneously retaining their attractive features such as chemical and
thermal-mechanical compatibility, while enabling SOFCs to operate
at reduced temperatures.
This work therefore focuses on grain boundary engineering of
LSM thin films as a means of optimizing ionic conductivity and
oxygen exchange in LSM. It is shown that a change of the grain
boundary density does not only influence the ionic properties, but
also impacts the electronic conductivity and usually not in a positive
manner. In a first step, the electronic grain boundary conductivity
of LSM thin films is determined. The resulting increase of the electronic in-plane sheet resistance in thin films may affect the effective
electrochemical polarization resistance.10–12 In a second step, the relevance of this in-plane sheet resistance for thin film electrodes is
quantified. The measured electronic and ionic grain boundary properties are used to estimate experimental and geometrical parameters (temperature, grain size, current collector distance), for which a
proper analysis of surface polarization resistances of LSM thin films
is possible. Finally, we give experimental examples how a reduced
in-plane electronic conductivity due to resistive grain boundaries affects impedance spectroscopic studies of micro-patterned thin film
electrodes.
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Table I. Summary of all samples with film thickness, grain size, preparation temperature and maximum temperature after deposition pretreatment. Please note: LSM940 is deposited at 800◦ C but was then post-annealed at 940◦ C (max. temperature).
Sample

Deposition temperature

Substrate

Thickness

Grain size

Max temp.

LSM940
LSM800
LSM700
LSM600
LSM_S600
LSM940,ME

800◦ C

YSZ (100)
YSZ (100)
YSZ (100)
YSZ (100)
AL2 O3 (0001)
YSZ (100)

680 nm
680 nm
200 nm
200 nm
200 nm
120/240 nm

ca. 60 nm after heat treatment
50 nm
40 nm
30 nm
30 nm
ca. 60 nm after heat treatment

940◦ C
700◦ C
700◦ C
650◦ C
660◦ C
940◦ C

800◦ C
700◦ C
600◦ C
600◦ C
700◦ C

Experimental
LSM thin film preparation.—LSM thin films were prepared by
pulsed laser deposition (PLD). The nominally stoichiometric PLD
target was produced from La0.8 Sr0.2 MnO3 (Sigma Aldrich) powder,
which was isostatically pressed into pellets and sintered for 12 h at
1200◦ C in air. The LSM layers were deposited respectively on single crystal substrates of yttria stabilized zirconia - YSZ (100) (ZrO2
with 9.5 mol% Y2 O3 ), and on sapphire (0001), both of dimensions
10 x 10 x 0.5 mm3 obtained from CrysTec GmbH, Germany. Deposition was performed in an oxygen atmosphere with 4·10−2 mbar
oxygen pressure using a KrF excimer laser with a wavelength of
248 nm and a pulse frequency of 10 Hz. The laser beam energy was
set to 400 mJ per pulse and a target-substrate distance of 6 cm was
used.
Different film growth temperatures ranging from 600 to about
800◦ C were employed to vary the columnar grain diameter, with films
deposited onto YSZ designated as LSM600 , LSM700 and LSM800 , respectively. The subscript indicates the approximate deposition temperature. When deposited on sapphire, the designation LSM-S600 , was
used. The substrate temperature was measured remotely by an IR pyrometer (Heitronics KT-19.99, Germany). The thickness of the polycrystalline LSM layers was controlled by deposition time and later
determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (FEI Quanta 200
FEG, Netherlands) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (FEI
TECNAI-20) from cross-sectional images with values of ∼200 nm
obtained for 10 min deposition times (10 Hz). The grain diameters
were estimated by two techniques: atomic force microscopy (AFM)
(NanoScope V, Bruker Nano) and TEM. Similar samples were used
in Refs. 5,8,9,13,14. Data on some samples discussed in a previous
study8 are included here as part of our overall analysis. The LSM
film with the largest grains was obtained by deposition at 800◦ C and
post-annealing in air at 940◦ C; it is denoted LSM940 (Table I).
Platinum capping layers (thickness of about 240 nm) were deposited on top of some LSM films via DC magnetron sputtering
(MED 020 Coating System, BAL-TEC, Germany) of Pt (99.95% pure,
OGUSSA, Austria) at room temperature. Micropatterning of some
LSM films and LSM/Pt bilayers was performed by photolithography
and subsequent ion beam etching with 2 keV Ar+ ions (incidence
perpendicular to the sample surface). Since those LSM layers were
also exposed to 940◦ C, they are denoted LSM940,ME .
In this study, the deposition temperature (or the annealing temperature in case of LSM940 and LSM940,ME ) was the only parameter
used to vary the microstructure. All other parameters were kept constant during PLD deposition. While many other parameters, such as
laser intensity and energy and partial pressure could be changed as
well to optimize the microstructure, and thereby the electronic and/or
the ionic conductivity, these are beyond the objectives of the present
study.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).—Electrochemical characterization of the LSM and LSM/Pt microelectrodes was
performed in symmetrically heated micro contact test station (HuberScientific, Austria)15 by means of two point impedance measurements
using an Alpha-A High Resolution Dielectric Analyzer (Novocontrol,
Germany). Impedance spectra were recorded at temperatures from
560◦ C to 960◦ C in the frequency range between 106 and 10−3 Hz with

a resolution of 5 points per frequency decade. Some results of these
measurements were already shown in Ref. 9, together with a detailed
description regarding the separation between the surface and bulk path
of oxygen reduction.
Van-der-Pauw measurements.—Van-der-Pauw measurements are
a precise way to determine the electronic conductivity of LSM films by
eliminating contributions from the contacts.16,17 Such measurements
were performed in a symmetrically heated Van-der-Pauw test station
(Huber-Scientific, Austria) placed in a tube furnace using a Keithley
2611A source meter. Four Pt/Ir tips (tip radius ca. 10 μm) were
placed in the four corners of the 10 × 10 mm2 LSM film and a type K
thermocouple was placed in the vicinity of the thin film to monitor its
temperature. Conductivity measurements were carried out in lab air
under ambient pressure conditions for sample temperatures between
300◦ C and 930◦ C.
Isotope exchange depth profile (IEDP) experiments.—Oxygen
isotope exchange experiments were performed at temperatures between 570 and 800◦ C in a gastight quartz isotope exchange chamber
(Huber-Scientific, Austria) filled with 200 mbar 97.1% 18 O oxygen
(Campro Scientific, Germany). The isotope exchange took place for
periods between 10 and 30 minutes. Following the exchange, samples
were quenched, within seconds, to room temperature in 18 O atmosphere or in ambient air. Further information dealing with similar
exchange experiments on Sr-doped LaCoO3 thin films are given in
Ref. 18. The resulting 18 O depth profiles were subsequently investigated by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS)
(ION-TOF GmbH, Germany ToF-SIMS 5). For these SIMS measurements the collimated burst alignment (CBA) mode, with Bi3 ++ primary ions (25 keV) was used, enabling accurate determination of 18 O
fractions over a broad intensity range.19,20 Negative secondary ions
were analyzed over an area of 30·30 μm2 , using a raster of 256·256
measurement points. A 1 keV Cs+ ion beam was used to sputter material from a crater of dimensions 300·300 μm2 operating at a sputtering
ion current of 70 nA. Surface charging was compensated for by an
electron flood gun. The depth profiles of the isotope fraction (f(18 O))
were obtained by normalizing the integrated intensities I of 18 O and
16
O according to
f (18 O) =

I (18 O)
.
+ I (18 O)

I (16 O)

[1]

A more detailed description of the analysis is given in Refs. 5,8.
Results and Discussion
In-plane electronic conductivity.—The effective in-plane electrical conductivity of LSM films σe,eff , obtained by the Van-der-Pauw
measurements, are shown in Fig. 1. All the measured LSM thin films
on YSZ exhibit activation energies between 0.09 eV and 0.12 eV in the
temperature range from 300◦ C to 700◦ C. This is in good agreement
with the activation energy for electronic conductivity in bulk LSM of
0.1 eV reported by Kuo21 and Tietz22 and 0.11 eV by Bai.23 Above
approximately 700◦ C, the conductivity shows a drastic upturn with
an effective activation energy of about 0.76 eV for the LSM940 film.
This activation energy is in good agreement with the value of 0.77 eV
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Figure 1. Conductivity plot of LSM thin films deposited at different temperatures and measured by the Van der-Pauw technique. Bulk LSM values from Ref. 25
are also included.

reported for ion conduction in similar YSZ single crystal substrates.24
The strongly increased conductivity values can therefore be attributed
to high parallel ionic conductance within the YSZ substrate above
700◦ C and marks the limit for meaningful electronic in-plane measurements of LSM thin films on YSZ single crystal substrates. Fig.
1 also demonstrates that the measured conductivity of the LSM film
on sapphire is in very good agreement with those obtained for LSM
films deposited on YSZ at the same temperature (600◦ C).
Comparison with bulk LSM conductivity at 700◦ C25 reveals that
all films show lower effective conductivities, see Fig. 1. Moreover, the
electronic conductivity clearly scales with the deposition temperature
during PLD deposition (Fig. 1) and thereby with the grain size of the
LSM film. The higher the deposition temperature, the larger the grain
diameter of the columnar LSM grains5,8 and thereby the higher conductivity. Grain growth can also be attained by post annealing,9 which
further increases the electronic conductivity (LSM940 is the LSM800
sample after annealing at 940◦ C). All the data obtained are consistent
with the conclusion that grain boundaries hinder in-plane electron
transport in LSM and thus lead to effective electronic conductivities
lower than LSM bulk conductivity. The LSM films with the smallest grains (ca. 30 nm), for example, exhibit an effective electronic
conductivity which is less than 50% of the bulk conductivity.
A first estimate of the specific grain boundary conductivity can
be obtained when assuming that the effective conductivity can be
described by
1
δgb
1
=
+
.
σe,e f f
δb σe,gb
σe,b

[2]

Here, σe,gb and σe,b are the grain boundary and the grain (bulk)
conductivity and δgb , δb are grain boundary thickness and grain size,
respectively. Solving for σe,gb , one obtains


1
δgb
1 −1
σe,gb =
−
.
[3]
δb σe,e f f
σe,b
For an estimated δgb = 2 nm and a bulk conductivity of 190 S/cm
at 700◦ C,25 one obtains grain boundary conductivities between 11
and 22 S/cm, see Table II. Grain boundaries thus exhibit about one
order of magnitude lower electronic conductivity values than the bulk.

Table II. Summary of the effective electronic conductivities for
all Van-der Pauw measurements at 700◦ C and the deduced grain
boundary conductivities assuming the bulk literature value of 190
S/cm.25
Sample

Grain size

σe,eff

σe,gb

LSM940
LSM800
LSM700
LSM600

60 nm
50 nm
40 nm
30 nm

147 S/cm
134 S/cm
112 S/cm
90 S/cm

21.7 S/cm
18.7 S/cm
13.6 S/cm
11.4 S/cm

Very low effective electronic conductivities are reported for LSM
thin films by Koep et al., with σe,eff of about 20 S/cm for LSM thin
films deposited by PLD at room temperature.26 This low value might
be caused by a very high grain boundary density given that these
films were deposited amorphous followed by subsequent annealing to
achieve crystallization.
Across-plane ionic transport.—The ion conduction σi was investigated by 18 O isotope exchange. Diffusion depth profiles were
subsequently measured by SIMS (Fig. 2a) and analyzed with a 3D
finite-element fitting routine according to Ref. 5 (Fig. 2b). Four individual fitting parameters were obtained, the diffusion coefficients for
bulk (Db ) and grain boundary (Dgb ) and the surface exchange coefficients for bulk (kb ) and grain boundary (kgb ). From these fitting results,
the ionic conductivity of grain and grain boundaries, but also the total area-specific polarization resistance Rpol, was calculated using the
Nernst–Einstein relation.27,28 The total polarization resistance consists
of two parallel resistive rails, each with an oxygen surface exchange
resistance and an ionic transport resistance, one for the grain bulk and
one for grain boundaries. Details of these calculations and comparison of these data, obtained by tracer diffusion, with electrochemical
impedance data on the same films will be given in a forthcoming
paper.
Comparison of electronic and ionic conductance
contributions.—Generally, when considering the total polarization
resistance of LSM electrodes, the focus is on the oxygen exchange
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Figure 2. a) 18 O depth profiles obtained by TOF-SIMS of three different micro-structured thin films, exchange was performed at 695◦ C for 10 minutes in 97.1%
18 O atmosphere; AFM images of the surfaces are also given. For comparison, a profile for an epitaxial layer without grain boundaries (on SrTiO ) is shown, from
3
Ref. 8. b) Picture of the 3D finite element model used to fit the depth profiles.

or ion transport contributions since the electronic contributions
to the overall polarization resistance are often very small, given
LSM’s highly conductive character (σe >100 S/cm shown in Fig. 1
vs an ionic contribution of ∼10−6 S/cm at 800◦ C, both depending
on the microstructure). However, with thin films, in-plane sheet
resistance contributions become relevant, owing to the very different
path lengths covered by the oxygen ions and the electrons. For
example, the thin film microelectrodes under EIS study are on the
order of 100 nm thick, with lateral dimensions on the order of
100 μm × 100 μm. The cross sectional areas for electrons and ions
are respectively 100 μm · 100 nm and 100 μm · 100 μm, while the
path lengths are respectively 100 μm and 100 nm. Remembering that
the resistance R is the product of the resistivity and the geometrical
factor, e.g. path length d divided by the cross sectional area A (d/A),
one immediately sees that the electrons have a geometrical factor six
orders of magnitude greater than that of the ions.
Thus, in considering grain boundary contributions to the measured
total electrode polarization resistance, one must be sensitive to ensuring that both the ionic and electronic effective conductivities are
affected by grain boundaries. While smaller grain size contributes
to faster oxygen exchange at the surface and faster ionic conduction
along the grain boundaries, lateral in-plane electronic conductance
is hindered by the existence of these same grain boundaries. This
asymmetry can be quantified when comparing the electronic sheet
resistance Rsheet , defined by 1/(σe · d) in [] (d = layer thickness), and
the nominal area-specific polarization resistance Rpol in cm2 . Rpol
includes the oxygen surface exchange resistance and the ion acrossplane transport resistance. The in-plane sheet resistance corresponds
to the resistance of a square thin film sheet with electrodes at two
opposite sides. This pair of resistances gives a good estimate of the
situation resulting for current collecting finger electrodes on top or
beneath the LSM layer, see sketch in Fig. 3a. The in-plane electronic
resistance and the across-plane ionic resistance leads to a transmission
line with a polarization decay length λ of29

R pol
λ=
.
[4]
Rsheet
We may thus estimate from the measurement-based grain size
dependent Rpol and Rsheet resistances, for which temperatures and LSM
grain sizes the sheet resistance hinders exploiting the entire LSM
surface for oxygen reduction. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a LSM
thin film with finger like current collectors (see sketch in Fig. 3a,
finger spacing w of 500 μm) and ionic (Rpol ) as well as electronic
(Rsheet ) resistances calculated from our experimental data (σe,eff and

tracer fit parameters). For
R pol w−2
= 1,
Rsheet

[5]

the decay length equals the finger spacing. Intersecting lines of
R pol w−2 and Rsheet in Fig. 3b thus indicate that the LSM surface
is not fully active in oxygen exchange. For a grain size of 30 nm and
a current collector distance of 500 μm, this situation is met at ca.
800◦ C, meaning that narrower current collector spacing is required
to fully exploit the better oxygen exchange kinetics of these smallgrained LSM films and to determine proper experimental area-specific
polarization resistances.
In a further step, we may estimate the critical current collector
spacing that is required to benefit from the faster oxygen exchange
kinetics of grain boundaries without compromising the overall properties by a decreased in-plane electron conduction. Such a critical
distance wc is estimated by wc = λ/2. The resulting values of critical
current collector spacing are depicted in Fig. 3c for different temperatures and grain sizes. For example at 700◦ C and for 30 nm grain size
a spacing in the 100 μm range is recommended.
Increasing the film thickness d would strongly improve the situation for electrodes with sole surface exchange limitation (e.g. LaCoO3
based thin film electrodes): The decay length λ in Eq. 4 and thus the
active area becomes larger for thicker films, while the area-specific
polarization resistance remains constant. Hence, for large current collector spacing the total electrode polarization resistance decreases.
However, in thicker LSM layers also the ionic polarization resistance
increases due to a longer ion transport path, and thus a thickness increase might have less effect than expected, particularly for rather
thick films. In case of pure transport limitation of the ionic path, for
example, the decay length in Eq. 4 and thus the active area increases
linearly with d, but the area-specific polarization also increases linearly with d and for large current collector spacing the measured (total)
electrode polarization resistance is thickness independent.
Another factor that can modify the situation is the electrochemical polarization of LSM thin films by an overpotential. From earlier tracer exchange experiments upon bias voltage it is known
that a cathodic voltage improves the bulk ionic conductivity (more
oxygen vacancies).5,13 From partial pressure dependent conductivity
measurements30 one can further predict some decrease of the electronic bulk conductivity for very large cathodic voltages. However,
quantitative experimental data do neither exist on the voltage (or
chemical potential) dependence of ionic or electronic grain boundary properties nor on the bias dependence of the oxygen surface exchange of LSM thin films. Hence, estimates of proper current collector
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Figure 3. a) Sketch of LSM thin film with grain boundaries and current collectors (CC) for probing across-plane ionic oxygen reduction affected by in plane
electronic conduction. b) Ionic polarization resistances Rpol at 600◦ C, 700◦ C and 800◦ C and extrapolated values at 900◦ C and 1000◦ C of 100 nm thin electrodes
obtained from the fit values of tracer profiles divided by w2 (for w = 500 μm) and sheet resistances, calculated from measured electronic conductivities (extrapolated
values for 900 and 1000◦ C). Intersecting curves indicate that the decay length of the electrochemical polarization equals the current collector spacing w and thus
in-plane resistances are certainly relevant. c) Critical current collector distance wc (defined by wc = λ/2) required to avoid a significant decrease of the active
surface area for oxygen reduction due to lowered in-plane electronic conduction.
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Table III. YSZ related high frequency resistances obtained by EIS
of 240 nm thick LSM940,ME electrodes with and without Pt layer
(see Fig. 5) and the calculated relevant electrode diameter.

Figure 4. Measured inverse electrochemical polarization resistance Rtot −1 of
two LSM940,ME cross-shaped microelectrodes with different thicknesses (120
and 240 nm) with a width of 300 μm.

Measurement temp.

Rhf LSM

Rhf LSM/Pt

Relevant Ø of LSM
(relevant Ø of LSM/Pt)

700◦ C
860◦ C

1550 
427 

1202 
229 

224 μm (290 μm)
156 μm (290 μm)

with increasing temperature and thus an increase of the electrolyte
resistance compared to the Pt capped layer.
To exactly account for the LSM in-plane electronic contribution to
Rhf , a three dimensional variation of a transmission line model would
need to be applied. However, such a quantification by combining ionic
transport in YSZ and electronic transport in LSM is beyond the scope
of this paper. To a first approximation we may simply assume that
Rhf largely reflects the ionic resistance in YSZ. Then we can use its
measured value and the known conductivity (σYSZ )-temperature (T)
relation (σYSZ = σ∗ · exp(-Ea /kT)) to estimate the active electrode area,
provided the sample is heated symmetrically and the local temperature
is known.15 With parameters Ea and σ∗ , the relevant diameter of the
microelectrode area dME is estimated from Ref. 24
σY S Z =

spacing for measurements upon electrochemical polarization cannot
be given yet.
Consequences for measurements on thin film microelectrodes.—
The influence of the electronic sheet resistance also becomes clearly
visible when carefully examining impedance measurements taken
with LSM microelectrodes on YSZ at high temperatures. For electrodes with the same lateral dimensions but varying thickness, the
thicker electrode (240 nm) shows a lower total electrode polarization
resistance Rtot (see Fig. 4), although the thinner electrode (120 nm)
should exhibit less resistance due to the shorter oxygen transport path
along the LSM grain boundaries. This behavior is due to a decrease
of the electrochemically active electrode area in the thinner films,
caused by the in-plane electronic resistance. It would be less pronounced if grain boundaries were not highly resistive for electrons.
Since the oxygen exchange and transport in grain boundaries is much
more thermally activated than the in-plane electronic transport, the
importance of this effect increases with temperature. A similar phenomenon, i.e. a limitation of the electrochemically active region by
thin current collecting fingers, was also described in Ref. 9.
The electronic in-plane resistance and thus the electron blocking
grain boundaries also affect the electrolyte resistance measured in
these experiments. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 by comparing 1finger and 6-finger electrodes of the same surface area but different
spatial extension, see sketch in Fig. 5. For a 6-finger electrode, the
current has to be less constricted in the electrolyte and hence one
might expect a smaller YSZ bulk resistance due to geometrical reasons. However, from the high frequency intercept of the impedance
spectra (Rhf ), which should reflect the electrolyte resistance, the opposite is found, see Fig. 5a, especially at higher temperatures. This
indicates that only the inner part of the 6-finger microelectrodes is
current carrying at high frequencies, due to a large electronic in-plane
resistance in the fingers.
Also for circular microelectrodes the same effect appears. In an
additional sample, the electronic sheet resistance of a circular LSM
microelectrode (Ø = 290 μm) was short-circuited by applying a platinum capping layer on top. The capped and the uncapped microelectrodes were then contacted by a needle in the center and impedance
spectra were measured. At low temperatures the same high frequency
intercepts Rhf are found. At high temperatures, however, the platinum capped electrode shows a smaller Rhf (Fig. 5b). This indicates
a decrease of relevant electrode area of the uncapped LSM electrode

1
2d M E Rh f

.

[6]

When short-circuiting the lateral electronic charge transport by addition of a current collecting platinum layer, Fig. 5b, the measured Rhf
values decrease and correspond to the expected values RYSZ without
any electronic LSM in-plane sheet resistance. The estimated relevant diameters dME in Eq. 6 of the uncapped layers are tabulated in
Table III for two temperatures. We see that a LSM940,ME film with
grain size ca. 60 nm, 240 nm thickness and Ø = 290 μm shows
a nominally active diameter of 224 μm at 700◦ C and 156 μm at
860◦ C, respectively. Hence, the relevant area without Pt is reduced
by 40% and 71% for 700◦ C and 860◦ C, respectively. We can thus
conclude from all these additional microelectrode impedance measurements that for a proper analysis it is essential not only to consider
possible geometrical dependencies of fast ionic paths along grain
boundaries, but also to take into account that electron conduction
hindered by grain boundaries affects effective areas and polarization
resistances.
Conclusions
The electronic and ionic conductivities of LSM thin film samples
were investigated by Van-der-Pauw measurements and 18 O tracer exchange experiments. The dependence on grain size, and thus on grain
boundary density, could be obtained by varying deposition or annealing temperatures. The electronic in-plane conductivity is decreased
by grain boundaries and electronic grain boundary conductivities in
the range of 10–20 S/cm at 700◦ C could be estimated, which is about
one order of magnitude lower than the bulk value. The ionic conductivity, as well as the oxygen surface exchange resistance, is improved
by grain boundaries. Variation of the thin film microstructure thus
induces opposite changes of the across-plane ionic and the in-plane
electronic contributions to the overall resistance.
These results were used to determine the relevance of current collector geometries when optimizing the performance of LSM thin film
electrodes by grain boundary engineering. An optimal current collector spacing is estimated for different grain sizes and temperatures.
For example, a 100 nm thin LSM film of 30 nm grain size should
be probed at 700◦ C with current collector distances not larger than
100 μm, as depicted in Fig. 3c. Moreover, the relevance of a reduced
in-plane electronic conductivity due to grain boundaries was shown
for resistances derived from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) experiments on microelectrodes. This study thus quantitatively
reveals the impact of thin film grain boundary engineering on mixed
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a)

900

800

T /°C

700

600

500

LSM940,ME 240 nm 1 finger

-2,5

LSM940,ME 120 nm 1 finger
LSM940,ME 240 nm 6 fingers
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Figure 5. a) Rhf from LSM940,ME microelectrodes with one and six fingers and film thicknesses of 120 and 240 nm. (Total polarization resistance of the same
type of 1 finger electrodes is shown in Fig. 4). b) Rhf from two Ø = 290 μm LSM940,ME microelectrodes, one covered with platinum. The sketches indicate the
changing volume of YSZ probed by the microelectrodes.

ionic and electronic conductivity and demonstrates the trade-off between lateral electronic sheet and perpendicular oxygen incorporation
and transport resistance.
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